INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF NICE
Languages at ISN
Dear Parents,
As you know, English and French are taught at ISN from Pre-K to Grade 12, Spanish is taught in the Middle
School and optional in grades 9 and 10. These language lessons are part of our curriculum. However,
additional private lessons in other languages can also be taken at school, on a one-to-one basis or in small
groups.
These extra language lessons are for:
• native speakers who would like to sit examinations in their mother tongue
• students who would like to present an additional or new language for the International
Baccalaureate (as a first or a second language, or at Ab Initio level)
• intermediate and beginner students, in many different languages and at all ages.
During this current academic year, qualified teachers in Italian, Spanish, German, Dutch, Chinese, Russian,
Arabic, Portuguese, Polish, Persian and Swedish have been teaching a number of our students at all levels
and also preparing some of them for the IB and IGCSE exams. (Lessons for other languages can be
organized if needed/requested).
Our language teachers are external, they also work in other places on the Riviera. In order for them to make
themselves available for ISN students for the next school year, we would like you to inform us as soon as
possible by email, to caroline.pieri@isn-nice.com if you would like your child(ren) to attend private* language
lessons during the 2019-20 academic year.
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions.
Best Regards,
Caroline PIERI
French Teacher
Languages Coordinator

*Extra language lessons are private: they are not covered by the ISN tuition fees. There is an extra cost for
them that depends on the number of students attending the group.
NB: These lessons take place after school (except for IB students in the case they can match with their
schedule).
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